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I{s1, . . . , sN} = −E
{
log
Ps1(s1) . . . PsN (sN )












































































































































































































































































































Gaussian mutual information between speech sources



























































































































































































































































































Gaussian mutual information between speech sources
Excerpt duration (s)


















Gaussian mutual information between music sources
Excerpt duration (s)




















Gaussian mutual information between Gauss. i.i.d. sources
Excerpt duration (s)
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Outlier−less perf. of Pham−Cardoso algorithm on speech sources
Excerpt duration (s)






Outlier−less perf. of Pham−Cardoso algorithm on music sources
Excerpt duration (s)










































































































































































































































































































































′)h(t′ − t)e−jωt′dt′ i = 1, 2, èü~ê
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Gaussian mutual information on speech sources
STFT window size (in samples)




Gaussian mutual information on music sources
STFT window size (in samples)




Gaussian mutual information on Gauss. i.i.d. sources




















































































































































Performance of Pham−Cardoso algorithm on speech sources
STFT window size (in samples)




Performance of Pham−Cardoso algorithm on music sources
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